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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

1a. Are you more or less optimistic about the U.S. economy compared to last quarter?

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	1=More optimistic	81	14.2 %	± 2.9 %
	0=No change	189	33.2 %	± 3.9 %
	-1=Less optimistic	299	52.5 %	± 4.1 %
	Total	569	100.0 %

	Mean = -0.4
	SD = 0.7

	Missing Cases = 0 
	Response Percent = 100.0 %
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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

1b. Rate your optimism about the U.S. economy on a scale from 0-100, with 0 being the least optimistic and 100 being the most optimistic.


	Minimum = 0

	Maximum = 90

	Mean = 49.3

	Median = 50

	Standard Deviation (Unbiased) = 17.0

	95 Percent Confidence Interval Around The Mean = 47.8 - 50.7

Quartiles

	 1 = 40
	 2 = 50
	 3 = 60

Valid Cases = 530 
Missing Cases = 39 
Response Percent = 93.1%
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2a. Are you more or less optimistic about the financial prospects for your own company compared to last quarter?

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	1=More optimistic	193	34.0 %	± 3.9 %
	0=No change	179	31.6 %	± 3.8 %
	-1=Less optimistic	195	34.4 %	± 3.9 %
	Total	567	100.0 %

	Mean = 0.0
	SD = 0.8

	Missing Cases = 2 
	Response Percent = 99.6 %
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2b. Rate your optimism about the financial prospects for your own company on a scale from 0-100, with 0 being the least optimistic and 100 being the most optimistic.


	Minimum = 0

	Maximum = 100

	Mean = 61.2

	Median = 60

	Standard Deviation (Unbiased) = 19.7

	95 Percent Confidence Interval Around The Mean = 59.5 - 62.9

Quartiles

	 1 = 50
	 2 = 60
	 3 = 75

Valid Cases = 528 
Missing Cases = 41 
Response Percent = 92.8%
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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

3. What are the top three external concerns facing your corporation? (rank #1, #2, #3)

(N=569)

	Mean & SD	1st	2nd	3rd	Total	
	1.8	20	13	11	44
Other:	0.8	3.5%	2.3%	1.9%	7.7%

	1.8	111	73	61	245
Consumer demand	0.8	19.5%	12.8%	10.7%	43.1%

	1.8	137	72	81	290
Federal government agenda/policies	0.8	24.1%	12.7%	14.2%	51.0%

	1.9	89	85	75	249
Price pressure from competitors	0.8	15.6%	14.9%	13.2%	43.8%

	2.0	66	71	68	205
National employment outlook	0.8	11.6%	12.5%	12.0%	36.0%

	2.0	24	36	26	86
Financial regulation	0.8	4.2%	6.3%	4.6%	15.1%

	2.1	33	37	42	112
Global financial instability	0.8	5.8%	6.5%	7.4%	19.7%

	2.1	9	15	12	36
Foreign competition	0.8	1.6%	2.6%	2.1%	6.3%

	2.2	10	13	16	39
Environmental regulation	0.8	1.8%	2.3%	2.8%	6.9%

	2.2	24	58	44	126
Federal budget deficit	0.7	4.2%	10.2%	7.7%	22.1%

	2.2	31	59	65	155
Credit markets/interest rates	0.8	5.4%	10.4%	11.4%	27.2%

	2.2	13	21	27	61
Cost of non-fuel commodities	0.8	2.3%	3.7%	4.7%	10.7%

	2.4	3	9	12	24
Currency risk	0.7	0.5%	1.6%	2.1%	4.2%

	2.7	1	8	30	39
Cost of fuel	0.5	0.2%	1.4%	5.3%	6.9%
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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

3. What are the top three external concerns facing your corporation? Reverse scale & weighted by the number of respondents (Higher number = greater weighted importance)

	Mean	SD	Total

Federal government agenda/policies	1.1	1.3	569

Consumer demand	0.9	1.2	569

Price pressure from competitors	0.9	1.2	569

National employment outlook	0.7	1.1	569

Credit markets/interest rates	0.5	0.9	569

Federal budget deficit	0.4	0.8	569

Global financial instability	0.4	0.8	569

Financial regulation	0.3	0.8	569

Cost of non-fuel commodities	0.2	0.6	569

Other:	0.2	0.6	569

Cost of fuel	0.1	0.3	569

Foreign competition	0.1	0.5	569

Currency risk	0.1	0.4	569

Environmental regulation	0.1	0.5	569
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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

3. What are the top three external concerns facing your corporation? - Other specified

availability of merchandise
Capital Investment Growth
capital raising
Capital Spending Constraints amongst customer base
Commercial Construction Demand
commodity prices
corp IT budget spend
Customer demand
Declining tax revenues for municipalities
Economic turnaround
Evolution of web-based business models
Federal Tax Policy
Financial markets
Govt Regulation!  ie Health Care, OSHA etc.
Gulf Oil Spill(s)
Health Care Reform
Health Insurance Reimbursement Rates (Payors)
Healthcare Reform
helathcare payor landscape
housing market - need a recovery
Housing outlook
Industrial demand
lack of bank lending to smaller businesses
Lawsuits
Market demand
Mortgage credit availability
Municipal budget deficits
NYS budget deficit
PPACA
producer demand
Property valuation
raw material availability
Resl estate market
State & local gov't budgets
State & local government policies and taxes
State budget issues
State Deficit
State Government Financial condition
state/local budget deficits
States' budget challenges
Strength of housing market
Supply chain quality issues
Wall street - investment returns
Weak Housing market
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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

4. What are the top three internal, company-specific concerns for your corporation? (rank #1, #2, #3)

(N=569)

	Mean & SD	1st	2nd	3rd	Total	
	1.7	178	120	71	369
Ability to maintain margins	0.8	31.3%	21.1%	12.5%	64.9%

	1.7	24	6	13	43
Other:	0.9	4.2%	1.1%	2.3%	7.6%

	1.9	44	30	31	105
Balance sheet weakness	0.8	7.7%	5.3%	5.4%	18.5%

	1.9	69	45	55	169
Working capital management	0.9	12.1%	7.9%	9.7%	29.7%

	2.0	25	22	26	73
Supply chain risk	0.8	4.4%	3.9%	4.6%	12.8%

Attracting and retaining qualified	2.0	44	60	47	151
employees	0.8	7.7%	10.5%	8.3%	26.5%

	2.0	7	10	8	25
Counterparty risk	0.8	1.2%	1.8%	1.4%	4.4%

	2.1	59	86	80	225
Cost of health care	0.8	10.4%	15.1%	14.1%	39.5%

	2.2	48	69	81	198
Maintaining morale/productivity	0.8	8.4%	12.1%	14.2%	34.8%

	2.2	7	10	12	29
Data security	0.8	1.2%	1.8%	2.1%	5.1%

	2.2	6	13	12	31
Protection of intellectual property	0.7	1.1%	2.3%	2.1%	5.4%

	2.2	18	28	36	82
Managing IT systems	0.8	3.2%	4.9%	6.3%	14.4%

	2.2	31	55	68	154
Ability to forecast results	0.8	5.4%	9.7%	12.0%	27.1%

	2.5	6	9	25	40
Pension obligations	0.8	1.1%	1.6%	4.4%	7.0%
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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

4. What are the top three internal, company-specific concerns for your corporation? Reverse scale & weighted by the number of respondents (Higher number = greater weighted importance)

	Mean	SD	Total

Ability to maintain margins	1.5	1.3	564

Cost of health care	0.8	1.1	564

Maintaining morale/productivity	0.6	1.0	564

Working capital management	0.6	1.1	564

Attracting and retaining qualified employees	0.5	1.0	564

Ability to forecast results	0.5	0.9	564

Balance sheet weakness	0.4	0.9	564

Managing IT systems	0.3	0.7	564

Supply chain risk	0.3	0.7	564

Other:	0.2	0.6	564

Pension obligations	0.1	0.4	564

Protection of intellectual property	0.1	0.4	564

Counterparty risk	0.1	0.4	564

Data security	0.1	0.4	564
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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

4. What are the top three internal, company-specific concerns your corporation faces? - Other specified

Acquisition integration
adequate supply of sales leads
cap ex
capacity limitations
Cash Flow generation
Complying with new regulation
Controling credit quality deterioration.
Customer demand
demand
Demand for products
development of new projects
Earning asset growth
Econopmic recovery
effective cost management
execution of new product launches
expansion risks
Financial regulation / Govt agenda
Frustrations of Regulatory Compliance
Getting Manufacturing Work
innovation for new products
law suits against company
maintaining client base
MANAGEMENT
New Product Development
not sure if it is a good time to do new business
Obtaining Work
obtaining/retaining clients
Operational efficiencies
R&D success
Receivables
recovery from a major fire
regulation
Regulatory approval of new drug
Sales
sales
Sales Growth
Sales Pipeline development
State Budget Deficit
State financing
Store Growth
talent management
union contract negotiations
value pricing our services
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Duke CFO magazine Global Business Outlook survey - U.S. - Third Quarter, 2010

5. Relative to the previous 12 months, what will be your company's PERCENTAGE CHANGE during the next 12 months? (e.g., +3%, -2%, etc.) [Leave blank if not applicable]

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum	Total

Health care costs	11.7	10.4	10.7 - 12.6	10	-70	100	469

Earnings	10.7	42.0	6.7 - 14.7	5	-90	375	423

Capital spending	8.9	41.7	4.9 - 12.8	2	-90	300	425

Dividends	6.2	18.0	2.0 - 10.4	0	-1	100	70

Technology spending	4.9	18.8	3.0 - 6.9	3	-60	200	347

Number of offshore outsourced employees	4.0	14.2	1.8 - 6.3	0	-20	100	147

Research and development spending	3.9	14.6	1.9 - 5.9	0.2	-70	100	207

Productivity (output per hour worked)	3.8	5.5	3.2 - 4.5	3	-20	35	298

Marketing/advertising spending	3.1	15.8	1.4 - 4.8	1	-75	200	331

Number of domestic temporary employees	2.2	15.1	0.3 - 4.0	0	-50	100	259

Cash on the balance sheet	2.1	27.7	-0.6 - 4.8	0	-90	200	407

Wages/Salaries	1.6	6.8	1.0 - 2.2	2.5	-60	50	466

Share repurchases	1.3	12.2	-0.7 - 3.4	0	-50	100	138

Number of domestic full-time employees	0.8	14.8	-0.6 - 2.2	0	-90	150	425

Prices of your products	0.7	6.6	0.0 - 1.4	1	-70	20	364
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5. Relative to the previous 12 months, what will be your company's PERCENTAGE CHANGE during the next 12 months for:   [Unweighted - Sorted]

(N=569)

	Mean & SD	Positive	Zero	Negative	Total
	  	1	0	-1	  	
	0.9	449	11	10	470
Health care costs	0.3	95.5%	2.3%	2.1%	100.0%

	0.7	229	52	17	298
Productivity (output per hour worked)	0.6	76.8%	17.4%	5.7%	100.0%

	0.7	368	60	38	466
Wages/Salaries	0.6	79.0%	12.9%	8.2%	100.0%

	0.5	213	92	43	348
Technology spending	0.7	61.2%	26.4%	12.4%	100.0%

	0.4	279	40	107	426
Earnings	0.9	65.5%	9.4%	25.1%	100.0%

	0.4	104	82	21	207
Research and development spending	0.7	50.2%	39.6%	10.1%	100.0%

	0.4	200	96	68	364
Prices of your products	0.8	54.9%	26.4%	18.7%	100.0%

	0.4	176	99	56	331
Marketing/advertising spending	0.8	53.2%	29.9%	16.9%	100.0%

	0.3	24	45	1	70
Dividends	0.5	34.3%	64.3%	1.4%	100.0%

	0.3	239	93	99	431
Capital spending	0.8	55.5%	21.6%	23.0%	100.0%

Number of offshore outsourced	0.2	44	95	9	148
employees	0.6	29.7%	64.2%	6.1%	100.0%

	0.2	212	85	128	425
Number of domestic full-time employees	0.9	49.9%	20.0%	30.1%	100.0%

Number of domestic temporary	0.2	90	131	40	261
employees	0.7	34.5%	50.2%	15.3%	100.0%

	0.2	198	89	125	412
Cash on the balance sheet	0.9	48.1%	21.6%	30.3%	100.0%

	0.1	18	115	5	138
Share repurchases	0.4	13.0%	83.3%	3.6%	100.0%
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5. Relative to the previous 12 months, what will be your company's PERCENTAGE CHANGE during the next 12 months?  [All Companies - Winsorized - Revenue Weighted - Sorted] 

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum

Earnings	9.1	22.5	8.8 - 9.5	5	-71.6	93

Capital spending	6.6	21.7	6.3 - 7.0	2	-72.8	90.6

Dividends	4.7	8.0	4.5 - 4.9	1	-1	41.5

Technology spending	4.1	9.5	3.9 - 4.2	3	-31.9	41.8

Research and development spending	3.8	8.1	3.7 - 4.0	1	-24.7	32.5

Cash on the balance sheet	3.5	16.7	3.2 - 3.7	3	-52.2	56.4

Marketing/advertising spending	3.3	7.5	3.2 - 3.5	2	-27.9	34.1

Share repurchases	2.8	7.4	2.6 - 3.0	0	-22.6	25.2

Prices of your products	1.4	4.9	1.4 - 1.5	2	-12.2	13.6
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5. Relative to the previous 12 months, what will be your company's PERCENTAGE CHANGE during the next 12 months?  [All Companies - Winsorized - Employee Weighted - Sorted]

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum

Health care costs	9.6	6.1	9.5 - 9.7	10	-8.7	32.1

Productivity (output per hour worked)	3.6	3.4	3.6 - 3.7	3	-7	14.6

Number of offshore outsourced employees	3.1	9.7	2.9 - 3.3	0	-20	31.8

Wages/Salaries	2.4	2.2	2.4 - 2.5	3	-11.7	14.9

Number of domestic temporary employees	0.8	6.0	0.7 - 0.9	0	-27.4	31.8

Number of domestic full-time employees	0.7	7.4	0.6 - 0.8	0	-28.2	29.8
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5. Relative to the previous 12 months, what will be your company's PERCENTAGE CHANGE during the next 12 months?  [Public Companies - Winsorized - Revenue Weighted] 

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum

Earnings	11.8	17.5	11.4 - 12.2	10	-50	93

Cash on the balance sheet	5.9	13.2	5.6 - 6.2	5	-52.2	56.4

Dividends	4.9	8.0	4.7 - 5.1	1	0	41.5

Share repurchases	4.4	8.3	4.1 - 4.6	0	-22.6	25.2
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6. Considering the recent financial reform bill that passed Congress, what impact will this legislation have on your firm?

N=460

Total

Type of Firm




 

Banking
Finance
Insurance

All
Others


 

A
B






Total

458

66
392


100.0%

14.4%
85.6%






+2=Very positive

4

0
4


0.9%

0.0%
1.0%






+1=Somewhat positive

19

4
15


4.2%

6.2%
3.9%






0=Neutral

203

10
192


44.8%

15.4%
49.7%




B
A






-1=Somewhat negative

180

34
145


39.7%

52.3%
37.6%




b
a






-2=Very negative

47

17
30


10.4%

26.2%
7.8%




B
A






Mean

-0.5

-1.0
-0.5
SD

0.8

0.8
0.7




B
A

Significance Tests Between Columns:   Lower case: p<.05   Upper case: p<.01
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6. Considering the recent financial reform bill that passed Congress, what impact will this legislation have on your firm? - Negative Impact - Why?

Financial
Primary impact on the Consumer bank- limits revenues
Financial
Too many new regulations.
Financial
Small commercial bank, so the regulations that are passed affect us directly. Most harm is not yet

fully known, as many of the enabling regulation has yet to be written by the various agencies.
Financial
This bill impacts banks in a number of ways: Capital level requirements, cost of and types of

capital available, reporting requirements, more regulatory involvement in a highly regulated

business and asset quality issues
Financial
We are a bank, will increase our cost of doing business.
Financial
Rating agency reform will increase cost of our securitizations
Financial
Increased cost  in compliance which can't easily be passed on plus decrease in revenue  in charging

for services.
Financial
Wecare a bank.  It will reduce income and increase expenses.
Financial
Reduces revenue opportunity while increasing technology/compliance costs
Financial
Every regulation and extention of Federal control destroys private sector growth and

disincentivizes investment.  There are already 75,000 pages of regulations in the Federal Register.
Financial
created added costs and less revenues for the products offered by our firm.
Financial
Impact will result in higher operating expenses (compliance, regulatory, etc.)
Financial
We are a commercial bank and the additional regulatory costs are substantial and projected to

increase while little ability to pass on increased costs
Financial
Increased federal insurance premiums
Financial
Increased regulatory compliance costs
Financial
Congress does not understand that all businesses are diferent and that if we viilate a financial

principal we must pay a financial consquence reguardless if we are private, public or governmental.
Financial
Less flexibility available from banks
Financial
I work at a community bank - 250-350 new regs will, at the very least, add greatly to

administrative costs, let alone restrict former avenues of revenue generation.
Financial
More regulation translates to higher costs
Financial
reduced interchange incomoe, significantly more regulations
Financial
Increased costs and decreased revenues.
Non-Financial
The large banks do not have the freedomto lend as they used to.
Non-Financial
too much regulation already.  stifling business and employment.
Non-Financial
We have not had to borrow money but might in the future
Non-Financial
Creates uncertainty within our customer base.
Non-Financial
Lack of small business funding
Non-Financial
Needlessly has driven up the cost of doing business with overreaching
Non-Financial
International tax changes that may require some additional professional fees/work
Non-Financial
Because of the non-business people running our federal government.
Non-Financial
It is so confuluted that the financial institutions are withholding credit until they can understand

the program(s)
Non-Financial
The shift to socialism is detrimental to free market society
Non-Financial
Uncertainty over regulations, but potential regulations could jepordize our ability to function as we

have over the past 100 years.
Non-Financial
It will limit finance options or make them more expensive for short term agreements usually needed

by those with less income not more.
Non-Financial
Somewhat negative because it won't help stimulte the economy in general and housing in particular.
Non-Financial
You make banking more difficult and that flows down to their customers.
Non-Financial
National debt levels require higher corporate taxes, national health care will effectively have us stop

offering employee insurance forcing them into national plan, making employer portion of health

insurance taxable to the employees has employee morale down significantly.
Non-Financial
No help address the core problems and hence keep the economy weak.
Non-Financial
More capital tied up in margin calls on hedges
Non-Financial
This so-called reform bill will only stifle the creativity needed to address ever-evolving market

conditions.  This current President is clueless about free markets.
Non-Financial
Bank will pass along cost of compliance
Non-Financial
More Red Tape/regulation
Non-Financial
We perceive no direct benefit, but ultimately expect a higher tax rate to pay for the stimulus.
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6. Considering the recent financial reform bill that passed Congress, what impact will this legislation have on your firm? - Negative Impact - Why?

Non-Financial
There is a layer between us.
Non-Financial
anything this administration does negatively impacts our bottom line
Non-Financial
Destruction of the domestic economy has a huge impact on our business.
Non-Financial
pointless regulations
Non-Financial
Less consumer credit available for discretionary spending.
Non-Financial
Unabated government meddling in the productive sector of the economy for the sole purpose of

protecting unions and failed institutions is always very negative
Non-Financial
Increased regulation on the financial will indirectly impact availability and pricing of capital for

borrowers such as our company
Non-Financial
Impact on credit availabilty likely to restrict credit and perhaps raise rates.
Non-Financial
Burdensome Proxy disclosure requirements will cost time and effort and likely detract from

important issues.
Non-Financial
increased bank fees and other costs
Non-Financial
negative impact of additional bureaucratic red tape
Non-Financial
this is an entrepreneurial world not a government controlled one
Non-Financial
Regulation will stifle business innovation and related growth.
Non-Financial
Government spending is out of control and worries regarding tax increases
Non-Financial
Could result in higher costs; borrowing a bit more difficult.
Non-Financial
Restrictions and disclosure required could put undue stress on businesses
Non-Financial
Credit will be more difficult to obtain.
Non-Financial
Negative impact on credit underwriting
Non-Financial
May make the financial aspect of foreign projects more difficult
Non-Financial
uncertainty & furhter Gov't mandates
Non-Financial
Tighter credit, more restrictions to the market
Non-Financial
Too much government regulation
Non-Financial
Seems apparent the legislation will impose additional costs on the banks, costs that will invariably

be passed on to the customer in one form or another.
Non-Financial
Indirect impact on our business and our customers.
Non-Financial
The healthcare bill will cost us $26 million over the next ten years.
Non-Financial
Incresed Taxes reduce spending.
Non-Financial
Tax impacts, national budget deficits,social program development, is causing business to relook at

doing anything in the U.S.
Non-Financial
Took too long to debate and get out -- uncertainty froze credit markets
Non-Financial
accounting for derivatives and impact upon credit
Non-Financial
Impact on availability of credit both for our customers, and for project finance that affects our

product lines.
Non-Financial
The healthcare bill impact will be catastrophic to our business
Non-Financial
Availability of capital funds
Non-Financial
Introduces more uncertianty
Non-Financial
I believe, in the long run, it will make credit and financial services more expensive.
Non-Financial
Impact on financial institutions to lend to less than invesment grade companies
Non-Financial
Tax concerns
Non-Financial
Access to capital will be further constrained.
Non-Financial
Although we are not directly impacted, financing should become more expensive as the banks try

to cope. This will potentially flow down and get reflected in the demand for large purchases.
Non-Financial
May remove hedging account offerings from banks; Will increase cost of debt to cover added

inefficiency resulting in added fees.
Non-Financial
You cannot increase taxes and tighten govt regulations to stimulate the economy. It does not work.

Our govt does the same thing over and over again expecting different results. Insanity.
Non-Financial
Curtailment of our Clients' ability to obtain financing for capital spending.
Non-Financial
More government debt, more taxes, less consumer discretionary income, less spending by

consumers, less volume for business.  Bigger government, more regulation, fees and fines.  Our

federal government is anti-business.
Non-Financial
The problem is the government, very simple too much and over reaching.
Non-Financial
I think it will make life much harder for my banking parterns.  They seem overwhelmed in

regulation.
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6. Considering the recent financial reform bill that passed Congress, what impact will this legislation have on your firm? - Negative Impact - Why?

Non-Financial
Added COST COST COST, added regulation, expanded coverage, expanded minimum coverage
Non-Financial
Banks will continue to tighten credit and keep the economy from expanding.
Non-Financial
Interest rate swaps
Non-Financial
Healthcare Reform
Non-Financial
tighter credit, derivatives regulation
Non-Financial
tightening bank credit environment
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6. Considering the recent financial reform bill that passed Congress, what impact will this legislation have on your firm? - Neutral or Unknown Impact - Why?

Non-Financial
All financial experts including the Fed Chairman do not expect the economy to recover for at least 4

years.  They say slow growth, and I trust that is optimistic. The war that is about to wage over

health care reform is predicted for states to file lawsuits against the Fed. The $60 billion to fund it

by reducing welfare has been abandoned and companies and employees face a 25% increase.

Consolidations are inevitable; which will result in greater unemployment.
Non-Financial
we are a manufacturer
Non-Financial
We do not particpate in derivates,mortgage lending consumer credit.
Non-Financial
I am not familiar enough with the legislation to evaluate impacts
Non-Financial
we are not affected by any of the parts of this bill.
Non-Financial
we don't see changes to straight forward real borrowing that we engage in.
Non-Financial
We are UK based corporation and funding is from Irish bank.
Non-Financial
We have an established line of credit with no borrowing against it.
Non-Financial
Another legislation monstrosity where the impacts will only be known over time.
Non-Financial
The financial reforms appear to be mostly focused on the consumer, therfore not directly related to

us.  But most likely there are parts to the bill that effect our ability to borrow from banks; I'm just

unsure what that is.
Non-Financial
Likely unintended consequences
Non-Financial
Need to increase employment & spending-just not happening.
Non-Financial
more regulation, a negative for competing globally
Non-Financial
We do not have operations in the USA
Non-Financial
Not in the financial business, don't use credit cards for payments.
Non-Financial
The devil as always will be in the detais.  We won't know the impact until we see the resulting

specific regulations.
Non-Financial
We are not substantially in the credit markets
Non-Financial
not very applicable
Non-Financial
Many regulations which could potentially impact funding and other costs have yet to be issued.
Non-Financial
We had been able to conservatiliy manage our costs, cashflow, so we do not have any additional

funding/financial needs.
Non-Financial
Too much discretion has been leftto regulators
Non-Financial
Derivatives6 impact is unknown
Non-Financial
The effects will only be seen after regulatory bodies are formed or are performing the activities

provided for in the new regulations.
Non-Financial
NOT LEVERAGED AND DO NOT HAVE ANY IMMEDIATE BORROWING NEEDS
Non-Financial
The Bankers and the People like Geithner have not been punished for the crimes they have

committed.  They gave the money to the Ivy League establishments instead of to the people.  The

people would have spent it or the stimulus could have been used to pay off mortgages and then

people free of the yoke of oppressive theologies could spend.  This is how consumer demand could

be sparked.
Non-Financial
hard to say - will have to wait for impact
Non-Financial
doesn't impact company, but need to regulate financial institutions; there is no written requirement

that investment banks need to be able to 10make billions of dollars a year
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6. Considering the recent financial reform bill that passed Congress, what impact will this legislation have on your firm? - Positive Impact - Why?

Financial
Government meddling in interchange pricing is likely to create opportunities for us
Financial
We are a finance company. If the banks are regulated more tightly, it is a benefit for us.
Financial
Hopefully financing options will improve
Non-Financial
The legislation and requirement that agencies establish regulatory guidlines will spur debate on

Capitol Hill and industry.  As  a Government Relations firm we should be in the middle of the

discussion.
Non-Financial
Limit of debit card fees
Non-Financial
Another financial crash is defered.
Non-Financial
Employment runs our business so if more jobs are created, the more it benefits our business.
Non-Financial
tax credits
Non-Financial
More reliable markets in the long term.
Non-Financial
Hope is that short-term speculation by financial companies will be reduced, leaving more stable

long-term trends to play out
Non-Financial
Debit card section of law should reduce costs.
Non-Financial
Additional barriers will crowd out some of my competition
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7a. How much cash and marketable securities does your firm hold (as a percentage of total assets)?

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum

Today (% of assets)	16.8	19.0	15.2 - 18.5	10	0	100

One Year Ago (% of assets)	16.0	18.9	14.4 - 17.7	10	-14	100
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7b. Is it likely that your firm will begin to deploy its cash reserves during the next 12 months?

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	No	214	50.0 %	± 4.7 %
	Yes	214	50.0 %	± 4.7 %
	Total	428	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 9 
	Response Percent = 97.9 %
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7b. Is it likely that your firm will begin to deploy its cash reserves during the next 12 months? - No - Why not? (Check all that apply)

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Need cash as liquidity buffer (e.g., in case credit markets tighten)	91	42.5 %	± 6.7 %
	We will maintain or increase cash holdings until uncertainty
	   about the economy declines	85	39.7 %	± 6.6 %
	We currently do not have any “excess” cash to deploy	82	38.3 %	± 6.6 %
	There are few attractive investment opportunities	53	24.8 %	± 5.8 %
	Other	11	5.1 %	± 3.0 %
	Want to avoid repatriation tax on cash reserves held overseas	5	2.3 %	± 2.0 %
	Want to avoid hit to earnings that would result from deploying
	   cash currently held overseas	3	1.4 %	± 1.6 %
	Total	330

	Number of Cases =214
	Number of Responses =330
	Average Number Of Responses Per Case = 1.5
	Number Of Cases With At Least One Response =212
	Response Percent = 99.1 %
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7b. Is it likely that your firm will begin to deploy its cash reserves during the next 12 months? - No - Why not? - Other specified

Future uncertainty is immense - higher taxes, health care costs, regulatory issues, energy costs
generate enough cash to fund investments
Government too unstable and too vindictive in its policies against businesses.
have been using cash to expand already
limited opportunities for expansion re: franchises
Market Conditions do not indicate appropriateness of deploying cash
Need the reserves to fund research and education commitments
not applicable
Paying down Line of Credit debt
to internally fund growth
We do not hold excess cash
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7b. Is it likely that your firm will begin to deploy its cash reserves during the next 12 months? - Yes - On what would accumulated cash reserves be deployed? (Check all that apply)

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Capital spending or investment	119	55.6 %	± 6.7 %
	Pay down debt	73	34.1 %	± 6.4 %
	Merger/acquisition	65	30.4 %	± 6.2 %
	Purchase inventory	38	17.8 %	± 5.2 %
	Dividends or share repurchases	37	17.3 %	± 5.1 %
	Research and development	31	14.5 %	± 4.8 %
	Increase employee benefits/pay	26	12.1 %	± 4.4 %
	Marketing and advertising	22	10.3 %	± 4.1 %
	Pension plan funding	17	7.9 %	± 3.7 %
	Other	16	7.5 %	± 3.6 %
	Allow more lenient payment terms by customers	4	1.9 %	± 1.8 %
	Total	448

	Number of Cases =214
	Number of Responses =448
	Average Number Of Responses Per Case = 2.1
	Number Of Cases With At Least One Response =210
	Response Percent = 98.1 %
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7b. Is it likely that your firm will begin to deploy its cash reserves during the next 12 months? - Yes - On what would accumulated cash reserves be deployed? - Other specified

FIT tax
Forming Joint Venture in China
Fund operating losses
fund working capital (receivables)
Govt. operations
inflated commodity pricing (our inventory)
new hires
Operating costs
operational loss due to lower volumes
Operations
pay off historic commitments
payroll and general operating expenses
price concessions leading to more lending
rent & operations
Support operations - expect operating losses as margins continue to fall on construction contracts
working capital management
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8a. Did your company's capital spending increase over the past 12 months?

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Yes	178	32.0 %	± 3.8 %
	No	378	68.0 %	± 3.9 %
	Total	556	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 13 
	Response Percent = 97.7 %
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8a. How much did capital spending increase? (percent)


	Minimum = 0.5

	Maximum = 500

	Mean = 47.0

	Median = 15

	Standard Deviation (Unbiased) = 86.1

	95 Percent Confidence Interval Around The Mean = 33.8 - 60.2

Quartiles

	 1 = 10
	 2 = 15
	 3 = 50

Valid Cases = 163 
Missing Cases = 15 
Response Percent = 91.6%
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8a. If overall economic growth were to maintain its current pace, how long can you continue to sustain this rate of capital spending growth?

	Months  (Note: Mean is estimate in months)	Number	Percent	Cumulative
	Less than 6 months	48	28.6 %	28.6 %
	6 months	22	13.1 %	41.7 %
	12 months	41	24.4 %	66.1 %
	2 years	28	16.7 %	82.7 %
	3 or more years	29	17.3 %	100.0 %
	Total	168	100.0 %	100.0 %

	Mean = 15.8
	SD = 13.9

	Missing Cases = 10 
	Response Percent = 94.4 %
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8b. Did your company's earnings increase over the past 12 months?

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Yes	299	53.1 %	± 4.1 %
	No	264	46.9 %	± 4.1 %
	Total	563	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 6 
	Response Percent = 98.9 %
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8b. How much did earnings increase? (percent)


	Minimum = 0

	Maximum = 800

	Mean = 50.6

	Median = 20

	Standard Deviation (Unbiased) = 87.7

	95 Percent Confidence Interval Around The Mean = 40.1 - 61.2

Quartiles

	 1 = 10
	 2 = 20
	 3 = 50

Valid Cases = 265 
Missing Cases = 34 
Response Percent = 88.6%
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8b. If overall economic growth were to maintain its current pace, how long can you continue to sustain this rate of earnings growth? 

	Months  (Note: Mean is estimate in months)	Number	Percent	Cumulative
	Less than 6 months	92	33.2 %	33.2 %
	6 months	52	18.8 %	52.0 %
	12 months	70	25.3 %	77.3 %
	2 years	27	9.7 %	87.0 %
	3 or more years	36	13.0 %	100.0 %
	Total	277	100.0 %	100.0 %

	Mean = 13.0
	SD = 12.8

	Missing Cases = 22 
	Response Percent = 92.6 %
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9. We are trying to assess how/whether domestic capital spending will affect domestic employment. Please answer the following for your company:  Our planned capital spending over the next 12 months…

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	-1=Is likely to decrease our domestic employment	61	12.4 %	± 2.9 %
	0=Is not likely to affect our level of domestic employment	322	65.4 %	± 4.2 %
	1=Is likely to increase our domestic employment	109	22.2 %	± 3.7 %
	Total	492	100.0 %

	Mean = 0.1
	SD = 0.6

	Missing Cases = 0 
	Response Percent = 100.0 %
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10. Compared to Fall 2009, does your company find borrowing now:

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	+2=Much easier	31	6.5 %	± 2.2 %
	+1=A little easier	90	18.9 %	± 3.5 %
	0=About the same	215	45.2 %	± 4.5 %
	-1=A little more difficult	82	17.2 %	± 3.4 %
	-2=Much more difficult	58	12.2 %	± 3.0 %
	Total	476	100.0 %

	Mean = -0.1
	SD = 1.0

	Missing Cases = 0 
	Response Percent = 100.0 %
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11. What percentage of your company's overall hiring has been part-time or contract workers … No hiring over the past year

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	No hiring	162	28.5 %	± 3.7 %
	Some hiring	407	71.5 %	± 3.7 %
	Total	569	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 0 
	Response Percent = 100.0 %
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11. What percentage of your company's overall hiring has been part-time or contract workers …?

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum	Total

Over the past year	22.6	26.7	19.9 - 25.3	10	0	100	383

Our normal business practice	17.2	22.2	15.0 - 19.5	10	0	100	376
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12. What sort of effect would stricter enforcement of immigration policies by the government have on …?

(N=569)

		Negative		Positive	
	Mean & SD	effect	No effect	effect	Total
	  	-1	0	+1	  	
	0.0	204	129	229	562
The economy	0.9	36.3%	23.0%	40.7%	100.0%

	0.0	87	382	94	563
Your industry	0.6	15.5%	67.9%	16.7%	100.0%

	0.0	56	438	68	562
Your firm	0.5	10.0%	77.9%	12.1%	100.0%
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13. Exports and Revenue - Unweighted 

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum	Total

13a. What proportion of your company's sales revenue
currently comes from exports?	8.6	17.1	7.2 - 10.0	0	0	100	546

13b. In five years, what proportion of your company's sales
revenue will come from exports?	10.9	18.9	9.3 - 12.5	0	0	100	535

Projected 5-year change in revenue growth from exports	2.3	4.9	1.9 - 2.7	0	-15	25	535

13c. Over the next five years, what will be your company's
annual sales revenue growth?	9.9	9.9	9.1 - 10.8	7	0	50	519
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13. Exports and Revenue - Weighted by Revenue

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum

13a. What proportion of your company's sales revenue currently
comes from exports?	15.2	22.4	14.9 - 15.5	2	0	100

13b. In five years, what proportion of your company's sales
revenue will come from exports?	17.9	24.3	17.6 - 18.2	4	0	100

Projected 5-year change in revenue growth from exports	2.6	5.4	2.5 - 2.7	0	-15	25

13c. Over the next five years, what will be your company's annual
sales revenue growth?	9.4	9.2	9.3 - 9.5	6	0	50
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14. On August 30, 2010 the annual yield on 10-yr treasury bonds was 2.6%. Please complete the following:

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum	Total

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500
return will be: There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be less than:	-0.4	7.6	-1.1 - 0.2	1	-50	30	509

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500
return will be: Expected return:	5.8	4.9	5.3 - 6.2	5	-15	60	517

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500
return will be: There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be greater
than:	10.0	7.4	9.4 - 10.7	9.8	0	100	506

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500
return will be: There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be less than:	-5.4	12.2	-6.5 - -4.4	0	-50	100	505

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500
return will be: Expected return:	3.0	4.9	2.6 - 3.5	3	-25	25	515

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500
return will be: There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be greater
than:	9.0	6.6	8.4 - 9.6	8	-10	50	502
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Revenue Weighted: 14. On August 30, 2010 the annual yield on 10-yr treasury bonds was 2.6%. Please complete the following:

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will
be: There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be less than:	-0.3	5.6	-0.4 - -0.2	0	-13.7	12.9

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will
be: Expected return:	5.7	2.9	5.6 - 5.7	5	-3.8	15.4

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will
be: There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be greater than:	9.8	4.6	9.8 - 9.9	10	0	24.5

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will be:
There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be less than:	-5.3	9.5	-5.4 - -5.2	-2	-29.3	18.5

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will be:
Expected return:	3.8	3.9	3.7 - 3.8	4	-6.6	12.6

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will be:
There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be greater than:	9.3	5.2	9.2 - 9.3	8	-3.9	21.9
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Employee Weighted: 14. On August 30, 2010 the annual yield on 10-yr treasury bonds was 2.6%. Please complete the following:

	Mean	SD	95% CI	Median	Minimum	Maximum

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will
be: There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be less than:	-0.1	5.1	-0.2 - -0.1	0	-13.7	12.9

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will
be: Expected return:	5.7	2.8	5.7 - 5.8	5	-3.8	15.4

Over the next 10 years, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will
be: There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be greater than:	9.7	4.3	9.6 - 9.7	10	0	24.5

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will be:
There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be less than:	-5.0	8.8	-5.1 - -4.9	-2	-29.3	18.5

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will be:
Expected return:	3.7	3.7	3.7 - 3.8	4	-6.6	12.6

Over the next year, I expect the average annual S&P 500 return will be:
There is a 1-in-10 chance it will be greater than:	8.9	4.8	8.9 - 9.0	8	-3.9	21.9
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Industry

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Manufacturing	148	26.1 %	± 3.6 %
	Other	91	16.0 %	± 3.0 %
	Banking/Finance/Insurance	73	12.9 %	± 2.8 %
	Retail/Wholesale	63	11.1 %	± 2.6 %
	Service/Consulting	60	10.6 %	± 2.5 %
	Healthcare/Pharmaceutical	41	7.2 %	± 2.1 %
	Mining/Construction	34	6.0 %	± 2.0 %
	Transportation/Energy	24	4.2 %	± 1.7 %
	Communications/Media	17	3.0 %	± 1.4 %
	Tech [Software/Biotech]	16	2.8 %	± 1.4 %
	Total	567	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 2 
	Response Percent = 99.6 %
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Industry (Other specified)

3rd Party Logistics
Ag
Agri/Forestry
Agriculture
agriculture
Aquarium
biotech
casino resort
Charity
Comm Real Estate
Commercial Real Estate
commodities
Computer Hardware Design, Service, and Mfg
Construction
Construction
construction & real estate development
Consumer Packaged Goods
contract office furniture dealer
CPG/Commercial
Defense/Military
Distribution
Distribution
Education
education
education
Educational
Engineering Design (Smart Grid)
Entertainment
Entertainment
Environmental Services
Food Service
Forest Products
Fund raising
Gaming
Gaming
Government
government
Govt Contracting
heavy equipment sales and service
Higher Education
Higher Education
Higher Education & research
Holding Company
Hospitality
Hospitality
hotel & resorts
international development
Landscaping
leisure
local government
multiple industry
Non Profit
Non profit
NonProfit
Nonprofit
Nonprofit
nonprofit
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Industry (Other specified)

not for profit
Outsourcing/privatization
Paving
Pension & Benefit Plan Administrator
power generation
private equity investing
Public Education
publishing
Real Estate
Real Estate
Real Estate
Real Estate
Real Estate Developer/Owner
Real Estate Development/Management
Real estate
Real estate
Real estate/Housing
real estate
real estate
real estate development
recreation
Relocation Services
Rental Real Estate
Rental/Service
Restaurants
Shopping center development and management
Sports/Entertainment
Steel Service Center
Supply Chain Logistics
Temporary Staffing
travel
Waste Paper Broker
Water Utility
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Sales Revenue

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Less than $25 million	107	19.1 %	± 3.2 %
	$25-$99 million	157	28.1 %	± 3.7 %
	$100-$499 million	160	28.6 %	± 3.7 %
	$500-$999 million	48	8.6 %	± 2.3 %
	$1-$4.9 billion	42	7.5 %	± 2.2 %
	$5-$9.9 billion	19	3.4 %	± 1.5 %
	More than $10 billion	26	4.7 %	± 1.7 %
	Total	559	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 10 
	Response Percent = 98.2 %
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Weighted Sales Revenue (Millions)


	Minimum = 25

	Maximum = 11000

	Mean = 1164.4

	Median = 300

	Standard Deviation (Unbiased) = 2635.9

	95 Percent Confidence Interval Around The Mean = 945.9 - 1382.9

	99 Percent Confidence Interval Around The Mean = 877.3 - 1451.5

	Skewness = 2.9

	Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic For Normality = 9.6

Quartiles

	 1 = 62
	 2 = 300
	 3 = 300

Valid Cases = 559 
Missing Cases = 10 
Response Percent = 98.2%
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Number of Employees

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Fewer than 100	118	23.6 %	± 3.3 %
	100-499	158	31.6 %	± 3.7 %
	500-999	60	12.0 %	± 2.5 %
	1,000-2,499	63	12.6 %	± 2.6 %
	2,500-4,999	35	7.0 %	± 2.0 %
	5,000-9,999	22	4.4 %	± 1.6 %
	Over 10,000	44	8.8 %	± 2.2 %
	Total	500	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 69 
	Response Percent = 87.9 %
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Weighted Number of Employees


	Minimum = 100

	Maximum = 12000

	Mean = 2077.4

	Median = 300

	Standard Deviation (Unbiased) = 3510.6

	95 Percent Confidence Interval Around The Mean = 1769.7 - 2385.1

	99 Percent Confidence Interval Around The Mean = 1673.1 - 2481.7

	Skewness = 2.1

	Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic For Normality = 7.5

Quartiles

	 1 = 300
	 2 = 300
	 3 = 1750

Valid Cases = 500 
Missing Cases = 69 
Response Percent = 87.9%
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Where are you personally located?

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Midwest U.S.	167	29.5 %	± 3.8 %
	Northeast U.S.	117	20.7 %	± 3.3 %
	South Atlantic U.S.	103	18.2 %	± 3.2 %
	South Central U.S.	78	13.8 %	± 2.8 %
	Pacific US	69	12.2 %	± 2.7 %
	Mountain U.S.	18	3.2 %	± 1.4 %
	Other	7	1.2 %	± 0.9 %
	Central/Latin America	4	0.7 %	± 0.7 %
	Canada	2	0.4 %	± 0.5 %
	Europe	1	0.2 %	± 0.3 %
	Asia	0	0.0 %	± 0.0 %
	Total	566	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 3 
	Response Percent = 99.5 %
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Where are you personally located? - Other specified

Alaska
Mid Atlantic U.S.
Mid Atlantic US
North America and Europe
nw us
SE US
USVI
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Ownership

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	Private	372	69.1 %	± 3.9 %
	Public, NYSE	71	13.2 %	± 2.7 %
	Nonprofit	42	7.8 %	± 2.2 %
	Public, NASDAQ/AMEX	40	7.4 %	± 2.1 %
	Government	13	2.4 %	± 1.2 %
	Total	538	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 31 
	Response Percent = 94.6 %
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Foreign Sales

	 	Number	Percent	95% CI
	0%	283	50.4 %	± 4.1 %
	1-24%	191	34.0 %	± 3.9 %
	25-50%	46	8.2 %	± 2.2 %
	More than 50%	42	7.5 %	± 2.2 %
	Total	562	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 7 
	Response Percent = 98.8 %
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What is your company's credit rating? 

	 	Number	Percent	Cumulative
	AAA	44	10.3 %	10.3 %
	AA+	39	9.1 %	19.4 %
	AA	39	9.1 %	28.6 %
	AA-	21	4.9 %	33.5 %
	A+	19	4.4 %	37.9 %
	A	40	9.4 %	47.3 %
	A-	31	7.3 %	54.6 %
	BBB+	34	8.0 %	62.5 %
	BBB	33	7.7 %	70.3 %
	BBB-	18	4.2 %	74.5 %
	BB+	27	6.3 %	80.8 %
	BB	18	4.2 %	85.0 %
	BB-	7	1.6 %	86.7 %
	B+	4	0.9 %	87.6 %
	B	16	3.7 %	91.3 %
	B-	12	2.8 %	94.1 %
	CCC	12	2.8 %	97.0 %
	CC	7	1.6 %	98.6 %
	D	6	1.4 %	100.0 %
	Total	427	100.0 %	100.0 %

	Missing Cases = 0 
	Response Percent = 100.0 %
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What is your company's credit rating? 

N=427

Total

Credit Rating


 

Actual
Estimate


 

A
B






Total

427

166
261


100.0%

38.9%
61.1%






AAA

44

22
22


10.3%

13.3%
8.4%






AA+

39

14
25


9.1%

8.4%
9.6%






AA

39

19
20


9.1%

11.4%
7.7%






AA-

21

10
11


4.9%

6.0%
4.2%






A+

19

9
10


4.4%

5.4%
3.8%






A

40

11
29


9.4%

6.6%
11.1%






A-

31

8
23


7.3%

4.8%
8.8%






BBB+

34

10
24


8.0%

6.0%
9.2%






BBB

33

12
21


7.7%

7.2%
8.0%






BBB-

18

11
7


4.2%

6.6%
2.7%




b
a






BB+

27

12
15


6.3%

7.2%
5.7%






BB

18

6
12


4.2%

3.6%
4.6%






BB-

7

5
2


1.6%

3.0%
0.8%






B+

4

2
2


0.9%

1.2%
0.8%






B

16

7
9


3.7%

4.2%
3.4%

Significance Tests Between Columns:   Lower case: p<.05   Upper case: p<.01
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What is your company's credit rating? 

N=427

Total

Credit Rating


 

Actual
Estimate


 

A
B






B-

12

3
9


2.8%

1.8%
3.4%






CCC

12

2
10


2.8%

1.2%
3.8%






CC

7

1
6


1.6%

0.6%
2.3%






D

6

2
4


1.4%

1.2%
1.5%

Significance Tests Between Columns:   Lower case: p<.05   Upper case: p<.01

